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The essential small business tax strategy book for the savvy entrepreneur  Named ""Best Tax

Book"" by Entrepreneur magazine  Understanding the tax system is vital to the health of every small

business. Virtually every decision a business makes has tax consequences that can affect its

bottom line -- and the IRS is always watching. Develop the best tax plan for your small business,

learn the ins and outs of the tax code, and create comprehensive strategies to get back the most

from the IRS with this all-in-one guide.  Tax Savvy for Small Business provides essential information

that will free up your time and money for what counts -- running your business effectively.

Completely updated for 2013 returns, it explains how to:  - choose the best business entity - deduct

current and capitalized expenses - write off long-term assets - keep records that will head off trouble

with the IRS - get tax breaks from business losses - deal with payroll taxes - negotiate payment

plans for late taxes - handle an audit - get IRS penalties and interest reduced - maximize retirement

funds - take advantage of fringe benefits - use retirement funds as a tax break  ThisÂ edition of Tax

Savvy for Small Business is completely updated and provides the latest tax breaks, rules, forms,

and publications, including substantive changes and the latest tax numbers for 2013 returns.    Â 
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As a small business owner who came through the economic downturn battered, bruised and battle

worn yet still strong enough to see the light ahead, this book was just what I needed to help me

keep moving forward. I can't express enough how much this book has helped me understand and



deal with the numerous tax and legal hoops small businesses like mine have to jump through every

single day. Our business has a excellent CPA, but even so, small business owners must be

knowledgeable about the tax systems and requirements for their particular type of business if they

want to be successful and solve problems to help them weather through the tough times. My own

experience is a multi-generational, family held, small business my generation (3rd) is the first to

expand by opening a second location and I expect the business to continue on that

course.Naturally, I was really pleased with the chapter on family businesses. I have recommended it

to all family members involved in our business. In reading it I found a it a treasure trove, easy to

understand and enjoyable. Pretty great for a book on the complicated, confusing subject of small

business taxes, not the subject of a book you wouldn't want to put down but that is exactly how it

was when I was reading it.

This is a great book that has helped me understand how to organize my expenses more efficiently.I

would recommend this book to the sole proprietor or to a recently converted s corp owner. I run

asmall business with my husband and we need as many deductions as possible.

This is an excellent guide, and way better than spending a huge amount of time trying to find

accurate info on the Internet or spending a huge amount of money asking a CPA or tax attorney

questions which are covered in these pages. I bought the ebook version straight from the Nolo

website because they offer a PDF with no DRM so it's easy to read anywhere.

I think this is an excellent book. It's very easy to understand and they give examples which are very

helpful. This is actually the second copy I purchased. I gave the first one I bought to my business

partner. I recommend this to anyone trying to get a basic understanding of small business taxes.

It is very informative and helps me understand the business accounting and deductible business

expenses. I recommend this book for a start up business man.
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